ANNEX 33

COMMUNICATION 1

The national government and the Francisco Garnica Guerrilla Coordination Front (Frente Francisco Garnica de la Coordinadora Guerrilla, FFGCG) communicate that today, 14 June, at a meeting in the town of Cañaveral in the municipality of Turbaco, department of Bolívar, it was agreed to initiate a process for peace negotiations to bring about the reincorporation of the members of FFGCG into civil life.

The following points were agreed at this first meeting:

1. Declare the Juan Manuel Padilla camp, located in the surrounding area of the town of Cañaveral, a special demilitarised zone under Law 104, 1994. FFGCG will be located in this area for the duration of the peace negotiations.

2. The following agenda is established to favour a quick agreement to allow the demobilisation of FFGCG:
   1. economic and social reinsertion, including health, housing, productive projects and technical assistance for FFGCG members;
   2. education;
   3. legal benefits;
   4. security;
   5. peace monument in Parque Centenario;
   6. political favourability.

3. Invite the Catholic Church to act as guarantor and moral tutor for the duration of the negotiation process.

Cañaveral, municipality of Turbaco, 14 June 1994.

For the national government:
• CARLOS EDUARDO JARAMILLO C., Presidential Council for Peace
• GONZALO DE FRANCISCO Z., Peace Council Adviser
• RUBÉN DARÍO RAMÍREZ, Peace Council Adviser

For FFGCG:

• AGUSTÍN ROJAS
• HERTA DÍAZ
• JUAN MIRANDA
• SILFREDO SANDINO

For the church:

• MONSIGNOR GUILLERMO VEGA, Colombian Episcopal Conference
• PRESBYTER JOSÉ PEÑA, Archdiocese of Cartagena